Vestibular Schwannomas: Do Linear and Volumetric Parameters on MRI Correlate With Hearing Loss?
To determine if two-dimensional and volumetric imaging parameters in vestibular schwannomas (VS) correlate with hearing loss at presentation. Retrospective. Forty-one cases of pathologically confirmed sporadic VS were analyzed. Maximal tumor dimensions in anteroposterior (AP), coronal (ML), and craniocaudal (CC) dimensions were obtained along with tumor-fundus distance and internal auditory canal (IAC) porus diameters. Volumetric analysis was done on 37 cases. Tumors volumes were calculated through both 3-D volumetric and ABC/2 [AP × ML × CC/2] methodology. With the 3-D method, total tumor volume (TTV), and cerebellopontine angle (CPA) tumor volume were separately calculated and IAC volumes obtained by subtracting CPA tumor volumes from TTV. Pure tone average (PTA) and speech discrimination scores (SDS) were correlated with tumor dimensions. Non-volumetric analysis was performed on 41 tumors. The AP and ML dimensions correlated with both PTA and SDS (p < 0.05). No significant correlations were seen between hearing loss and tumor-fundus distance or porus diameters. The tumor volume calculated through ABC/2 methodology correlated with PTA and SDS (p < 0.05). The 3-D TTV and CPA volumes only correlated with PTA. IAC tumor volumes did not correlate with hearing loss. Maximal AP and ML dimensions are the only non-volumetric variables, which significantly correlate with hearing loss. Tumor volume calculated through ABC/2 method significantly correlates with hearing impairment while the 3-D TTV and CPA tumor volumes only correlated significantly with PTA scores but not SDS scores.